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Abstract—Prioritizing requirements is a crucial ingredient of
successful Requirements Engineering (RE). The popular priori-
tization techniques assume that stakeholders are known and can
be mandated to contribute to the prioritization process. This
prerequisite no longer holds for many of today’s systems where
significant stakeholders (end-users, in particular) are outside
organizational reach: they are neither known nor can they be
identified among the members of the involved organizations.
Classic techniques for involving these stakeholders such as polls
or questionnaires are neither interactive nor collaborative, which
is detrimental for prioritization. Social media enable collaborative
prioritization, but fall short in motivating stakeholders outside
organizational reach to participate voluntarily. In this light, we
are developing the Garuso platform, which combines social media
with gamification for motivating stakeholders. While first ap-
proaches to employing gamification in RE are promising, research
is still in its infancy. Especially, little is known about the influence
of the gamification algorithms controlling single game elements
on the stakeholders’ activities. In this paper we report on a field
experiment in which we investigated this influence with Garuso.
We found statistically significant differences between different
algorithms controlling single game elements on the contributions
of stakeholders to the prioritization of requirements.

Index Terms—gamification; requirements prioritization; stake-
holder motivation; field experiment;

I. INTRODUCTION

Successful development and deployment of a software sys-

tem crucially depends on knowing the priority of the elicited

requirements [1]. Involving the stakeholders [2] of the system

in the prioritizing process, in particular the end-users, increases

the success of the software system [3]. As stakeholders typ-

ically do not have the same needs, they should be able to

contribute collaboratively to the prioritization process [4], [5].

In requirements engineering (RE) research and practice,

a wealth of prioritization techniques [1] have been devel-

oped and applied. The most popular and successful ones,

such as ranking or grouping assume that the stakeholders

are known and available. Hence, with the transition from

dedicated software systems used by trained users to today’s

world of ubiquitous apps and globally offered services, the

established prioritization techniques are seriously challenged.

Significant stakeholders of these systems, in particular, end-

users, are typically not known and also outside organizational

reach, i.e., they cannot be identified among the members of

the involved organizations. If these stakeholders are ignored,

valuable knowledge may be missed [3]. Online polls and

questionnaires are established technical means for involving

such stakeholders. As neither of them is collaborative, they are

not well suited for requirements prioritization. More recently,

social media have been proposed for performing collaborative

RE tasks such as requirements prioritization [6], [7]. However,

social media approaches do not addresses the motivation

problem: stakeholders outside organizational reach need to be

motivated to contribute voluntarily, as they cannot be mandated

to contribute.

Here, gamification, the use of game elements in non-game

contexts, can provide a solution. First approaches applying

gamification in RE are promising, e.g., [8], [9]. However,

this research is still in its infancy: little is known about the

influence of single game elements and the algorithms control-

ling them on the stakeholders’ RE activities, and nothing with

respect to stakeholders outside organizational reach. This may

lead to mistakes when applying gamification, which bears the

risk of damaging the stakeholders’ inherent motivation [10].

In this context, we are developing the Garuso (Game-based

Requirements Elicitation) platform, which combines a forum

for contributing, discussing and rating needs with game-based

techniques for motivating potential stakeholders to contribute

to these RE activities.

In this paper, we report on the results of a field experiment

in which we investigated the influence of the algorithms that

control the popular game elements points and levels on the

contributions of stakeholders outside organizational reach to

the prioritization of requirements. The experiment was con-

ducted on the Garuso platform. We found that using different

algorithms indeed has a statistically significant influence on

the contributions of stakeholders to prioritization.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We

provide background information and related work in Sect.

II. In Sect. III, we give an overview of Garuso. Then we

describe the experiment in Sect. IV. The results are presented

and discussed in Sect. V-VIII. Sect. IX concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section provides background information and related

work on prioritization and gamification in RE. Further, we

motivate the need for studying the gamification algorithms.
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A. Requirements Prioritization

Prioritizing requirements means to determine their relative

necessity [1] with respect to business goals, available re-

sources, and existing constraints [11]. It is an iterative process

that can be performed during the entire lifecycle of a software

system [12]. The prioritization techniques used by require-

ments engineers and practitioners are well established and

manifold [13], [1]. For example, requirements can be ranked

by multiple criteria, e.g., Cost-Value Ranking [14], or in

relation to other requirements, e.g., Pairwise Comparison [15].

For achieving scalability, these techniques can be supported

with data mining and machine learning techniques [13].

Recent approaches in requirements prioritization increas-

ingly focus on social interactions that collaboratively involve

all stakeholders [16]. For example, WikiWinWin [4] enables

quick collaboration on the Web. Stakeholders can brainstorm

new needs collaboratively and rate each others’ contributions

with respect to different predefined criteria, e.g., business

importance or ease of realization. Online platforms typically

enable the stakeholders to prioritize contributed needs in

a more sophisticated way. For example, the approach by

Lohmann et al. [6] enables stakeholders to rate shared needs

on a scale and also to vote for or against them. Similarly,

the collaborative RE framework by Konaté et al. [5] uses two

consecutive prioritization steps: (1) voting for or against needs

based on a personal perception of importance; (2) selecting key

needs among those that received the most votes. Most recently,

Liquid RE [7] suggests to grant the stakeholders the right to

delegate their vote to other stakeholders.

However, motivating stakeholders, particularly those out-

side organizational reach, towards voluntarily contributing

to requirements prioritization is still an open issue. Here,

gamification offers an interesting chance.

B. Gamification in Requirements Engineering

Gamification is the use of game elements in a non-game

context [17]. It harnesses the motivational power of games and

applies it to real-world problems [18]. A crucial prerequisite

for the success of gamification is that people already have an

inherent motivation towards the product or service to which

gamification is applied [19]. Stakeholders have by definition

an interest in the software system under consideration [2] and

therefore meet this prerequisite.

The involvement of end-users in RE activities has been

identified as a key challenge for the success of a software

system [20]. Recently, requirements engineers have started to

address this challenge with gamification. First approaches that

apply gamification in the context of requirements elicitation

and prioritization show encouraging results with respect to

the engagement of stakeholders within organizational reach.

For example, two case studies involving the web-based gam-

ification environment iThink [8] yielded highly satisfying

results with regard to the number and quality of the generated

requirements. Similarly, results of a more recent case study

involving the online platform REfine [9] show a positive

influence of gamification on collaborative RE activities such as

suggesting, branching, and prioritizing needs and comments.

Most recently, in the context of scenario-based RE, the re-

sults of a controlled laboratory experiment showed that the

participants who were motivated with game elements on a

digital platform produced user stories that led to requirements

of higher quality and creativity than those produced without

gamification [21].

However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies on the

involvement of stakeholders outside organizational have been

published so far.

C. The Need for Investigating Single Game Elements

To be motivated is a delicate state on a scale between

no motivation (amotivation) and absolute motivation (inherent

motivation) [22]. Badly designed motivation strategies can

push inherently motivated people towards the state of amo-

tivation, e.g., by overjustification [23]. Examples of badly

designed gamification include designs that control the users

too much, i.e., give them no autonomy on their activities, or

provide rewards that are meaningless for them. In particular,

the random application of game elements has been criticized

for achieving results below expectations and for dulling the

users [10].

In software engineering (SE), the lack of a systematic

methodology on how to apply gamification to increase user en-

gagement has been identified as a research gap and threat [24].

Also, the small number of studies researching the effects of

single game elements (compared to the number of studies on

general effects of gamification, i.e., regarding all applied game

elements together as one black box) has been criticized [25]. In

RE, the need to investigate the effects of gamification on stake-

holder engagement more thoroghly also has been recognized.

For example, the creators of the iThink approach [8] (see

above) identified the lack of an experiment as a limitation of

their work [26]. Further, researchers who investigated general

effects of gamification have emphasized the need for testing

game elements in isolation [21].

III. GARUSO

The experiment we report on in this paper was conducted on

the Garuso platform that we are developing at the University of

Zurich. To understand the context of the experiment, we briefly

describe the architecture of the Garuso platform (Fig. 1),

its user interface (Fig. 2), and the rating scheme used for

prioritization (Fig. 3).

Garuso (Game-based Requirements Elicitation) is a re-

search project that investigates stakeholder engagement with

respect to the collaborative elicitation and prioritization of

requirements. The conceptual basis of Garuso is a three-

dimensional motivation concept [27] that we created based on

theories of experiential learning and motivational psychology.

A. The RE Module

The RE module addresses asynchronous communication

and creative contributions. It offers four RE related features

that facilitate the collaborative elicitation and prioritization of
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the Garuso platform. The features in bold frames
indicate the activities and game elements that were enabled in the experiment.

requirements with respect to the software system of interest:

on the Garuso platform, stakeholders can (1) post their needs

with text and/or images, (2) rate each others’ needs, (3) post

and label benefits for all the posted needs, and (4) vote for

or against the labels of these benefits. For the experiment, we

limited the available features to (1) and (2).

B. The Gamification Engine

The gamification engine offers means to motivate stakehold-

ers towards using the features offered by the RE module. It

includes a point system, a reward system, and rules.

1) Points and Rewards: The point system uses the game

element point and defines different point categories. It is

directly affected by the activities performed by the platform

users. The reward system uses the game elements badges,

leaderboards, challenges, levels, and access to reward the

users. It is built on top of the point system and directly affected

by a user’s earned number of points per category. For the

experiment, we limited the game elements to points and levels.

2) The Rules: The rules govern the game elements in the

point system and the reward system. They define how many

points of which categories users earn for their activities on the

platform, and how many points of which categories they need

for each reward. The rules are implemented with algorithms.

C. Stakeholder Identification

The stakeholder identification module enables stakeholders

to invite other potential stakeholders over different social

media channels to participate. This approach is known as

snowballing [28] and was previously applied in RE for stake-

holder identification [29]. To ensure equal basic knowledge of

the participants, we did not enable stakeholder identification

for the experiment.

D. The Garuso User Interface

Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of the user interface (UI) main

page for user Feta, one of our experiment participants. The

left sidebar shows the user engagement: earned points are

displayed in the upper part and the percentage of rated posts

in the lower part. Feta has currently earned 1000 points and

rated 95 percent of all posts. The center part shows a welcome

message, a button for creating posts, and a search field,

followed by all posts of Feta’s group in pages of nine posts

each. To balance their visibility, the posts are randomly ordered

over time. Further, the pages can be switched manually. Posts

that the user has not yet rated are displayed in rose, while

the rated ones are displayed in green. The user’s own posts

(which she or he cannot rate) are colored in blue. In Fig. 2,

Feta has rated five posts and one post left to rate. The right

sidebar shows the user competence. The user’s current level

is displayed graphically in the upper part and her or his status

in the lower part. User Feta is currently on level one, needs

four more rating values for achieving level two, and may lose

23 rating values until falling back to level zero.

E. Rating Scheme and Rating Values

The rating of posts is facilitated with a two-dimensional

rating scheme (Fig. 3). The rating scheme is available in the

detailed view of a post, which opens when clicking on a post

on the UI main page. It offers ten rating options that each are

represented by a button. Nine options are grouped in a matrix

where the x-axis denotes the popularity and the y-axis the

relevance of the post as perceived by the user. For example,

the top right button indicates that the post is liked and relevant

to the software system of interest. The tenth option allows

users to express that they do not want to rate a post.

Fig. 2. The UI of the Garuso platform. Left-sidebar: point overview; center:
posts, search field, button to create a post; right-sidebar: level overview



Fig. 3. The rating scheme with nine buttons to rate the relevance and the
popularity of a post and one button to confirm not wanting to rate the post.

Users can change their ratings at any time. With this feature,

we take the natural flow of interaction into account, which

can also be observed in group elicitation methods [30] with

physically present participants.

The rating values depend on the selection in the rating

scheme. Both dimensions of the matrix in that scheme have

a value range of [-1,1]. We take the sum of both dimensions,

yielding a range of [-2,2] for the rating value. For example, the

rating irrelevant&dislike yields a rating value of minus two,

relevant&like yields two, relevant&neutral yields one, and a

neutral&neutral rating yields zero. No rating also yields a

value of zero.

IV. THE EXPERIMENT

We ran a field experiment on the Garuso platform to study

the influence of the algorithms controlling the individual

game elements of the Gamification Engine on collaborative

requirements prioritization, which ist a typical RE activity

performed on the platform. As game elements, we chose

points and levels which belong to the most popular elements

in gamification [17], [31] and have a high probability of

also being known to people outside of a game context. The

platform features required for prioritization are post and rate.

With respect to the nature of an experiment, in particular for

isolating the dependent variables, we disabled all other features

of the platform.

The software system for which the participants posted and

rated needs on the Garuso platform, is part of a smart living

project [32] in which the energy produced by people when

working out in a gym is used to generate electricity. The

purpose of the software system is to motivate people towards

using such enhanced workout equipment. We call it the Smart

Workout Motivation System or SmaWoMo for short in the

remainder of this paper.

Twenty people participated in the experiment that we ran

over a period of twelve days from July to August 2016.

A. Goal, Research Questions and Hypotheses

We followed the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) approach

[33] to define our goal and refine it into research questions

and hypotheses as presented in the following. The metrics we

used are explained in sub-section IV-D.

Our goal is to investigate the effects that algorithms con-

trolling game elements have on RE activities undertaken by

users of the Garuso platform for the purpose of collaborative

requirements prioritization with respect to user engagement

and user acceptance from the point of view of stakeholders

outside organizational reach in the context of a field experi-

ment.

We address this goal with the following two research

questions and the corresponding hypotheses.

RQ1: What is the influence of algorithms calculating the

number of points stakeholders get for rating needs posted by

others on the engagement of these stakeholders?

H0-1: Algorithms calculating the points stakeholders get

for rating others’ posted needs have no influence on the

engagement of these stakeholders.

RQ2: How do algorithms mapping the values of the ratings the

stakeholders received for their posted needs to levels influence

the average stakeholder acceptance of posted needs?

H0-2: Algorithms mapping the sum of received rating values

of posted needs to levels have no influence on the average

stakeholder acceptance of posted needs.

B. Experiment Design

To test our hypotheses, the first author of this paper con-

ducted a field experiment with a between subject design [34].

Therefore, the participants were randomly assigned to the

treatment group (TG) or control group (CG). The two groups

used different instances of the Garuso platform, i.e., they did

not interact with each other in any conceivable way, and we

did not tell them about the existence of two groups. Further,

all contributions were anonymous, e.g., the author and rating

values of others’ posts were not disclosed. Initially, we seeded

three equal posts in both groups and repeated this step three

times during the experiment to ensure the participants had

enough posts to rate.

To properly define the variables and metrics we first

discussed the experiment design within a group of senior

researchers in the fields of RE, HCI, and Psychology, and

implemented the algorithms and layout of the Garuso platform

based on these results. Second, we informally tested the

usability of the Garuso platform by involving these senior

researchers.

To strengthen the conclusion that can be drawn from the

experiment, we split the field experiment for each of the

groups in two sub-experiments. The point sub-experiment

considered the direct aspect of rating, i.e., the number of points

a participant earns when rating a post for the first time. The

level sub-experiment considered the indirect aspect of rating,

i.e., the value the author of the post earns based on the rating

choice made by the participant who rates the post.

C. The Participants

We recruited the participants from a group of 120 people

who had participated in a previous online survey [35] about

the Smart Workout Motivation (SmaWoMo) system and had

indicated their interest in a follow-up activity. We sent an e-

mail message to these people, informing them that they could

further express and discuss their needs about the SmaWoMo

system on the Garuso platform during a period of twelve days.

The message included a link to the registration page of the

Garuso platform. 23 persons actually registered. However, two



of them did not contribute anything and one only registered

when the experiment was already over. So we had 20 people

who actively participated in the experiment.

Due to the selection process, the participants can be consid-

ered to have the same basic knowledge about the SmaWoMo

system. At the beginning of the experiment we only told

them that their task was to discuss their needs with respect

to SmaWoMo by contributing and rating posts on the Garuso

platform. We did not disclose the existence of an experiment

and never made any suggestions to perform certain activities.

To reflect the real world situation of an arbitrary group

of stakeholders outside organizational reach, the participants

were randomly assigned to the treatment group (TG) or to

the control group (CG) when registering. As the two non-

contributing registrants had been assigned to the TG, we

eventually had nine people in the TG and eleven in the CG.

At the first login, the participants were asked to complete

a short questionnaire. All of them did so. The results are

summarized in Table I and explained below. As mentioned

above, all participants had participated in a previous online

survey. For that survey, we had sought participants over

multiple channels, in particular: (1) a mass e-mail via the

distribution office of the University of Zurich, (2) a public

Facebook post, and (3) the intranet of our research partner

Empa. From the 20 participants in our current experiment,

sixteen had been found initially over channel (1), two over

channel (2) and two over channel (3). The majority of the

participants were completely unknown to the authors of this

paper, i.e., we did not have any known connection to them.

Due to these characteristics, all participants can be considered

to be stakeholders outside organizational reach. With respect

to demographics, the two groups were pretty well balanced.

Concerning application domain knowledge, the groups were

overall balanced, with some differences in the sub-domains:

four participants in the CG have never performed workouts,

while all participants in the TG have workout experience.

On the other hand, the number of participants perceiving

themselves as knowledgeable about renewable energies is

higher in the CG than in the TG.

D. Variables and Metrics

To test our two hypotheses, we divided our experiment into

two sub-experiments with an independent and a dependent

variable each. The independent variables are the algorithms

that control the game elements points and levels. The design of

these algorithms follows the strategy of experiencing success,

which is a common strategy for motivating players in game

design [36] and users in gamificiation [37]. We considered two

aspects of this strategy: (1) the aspect of mastering challenges,

which is related to exploring; (2) the aspect of fast progress,

which is related to achieving [38]. For both sub-experiments,

the independent variables are summarized in Table II and

subsequently explained together with the dependent variables.

1) Point Sub-Experiment: The independent variable in this

sub-experiment is the algorithm that defines the number of

points a participant earns for rating a post. We tested two

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE PARTICIPANTS

CG TG

Number 11 9

Completely unknown 7 4

Initial Contact Channel

Mass e-mail 8 8

Facebook 1 1

Intranet 2 0

Demographics

Countries1 3 4

Average Age 32 31

Gender (female/male) 6/5 4/5

Application Domain:
Performing workouts

Never 4 0

Not anymore 4 5

Currently 3 4

Application Domain:
Knowledge about renewable en-
ergies

Below average 2 3

Average 7 4

Above average 2 2

Expert 0 0
1Participants per country: CG: CH:7, DE:3, GR:1; TG: CH:6, BG:1, IT:1, US:1

CG: Control Group, TG: Treatment Group

values of this variable by using different algorithms for the TG

and the CG. The TG algorithm uses a binary function, which

addresses mastering challenges: per day, the number of points

a participant receives is either zero as long as the participant

has not rated all posts, or 100 as soon as the participant has

rated all posts. The CG algorithm addresses fast progress with

a linear function: per day, the number of points a participant

receives is proportional to the percentage of the posts (s)he has

rated. Both functions are normalized with the same maximum

of points that can be earned per day. When the maximum is

reached, it cannot be lost again.

The dependent variable in this sub-experiment is the stake-

holder engagement. We argue that the number of posts a par-

ticipant rates is an indicator for engagement. We measure this

variable by calculating the number of all ratings as follows:

(a) For visualizing participant behavior over time, we measure

the average number of ratings per logged in participant for

every day. (b) For hypothesis testing, we measure the total

number of ratings for every participant over the full duration

of the experiment.

2) Level Sub-Experiment: The independent variable in this

sub-experiment is the algorithm that determines the compe-

tence level that a participant reaches based on the sum of all

rating values that the posts of this participant have received

from other participants. Again, we tested two values of this

variable by using different algorithms for the TG and for the

CG. Both algorithms address mastering challenges by initially

TABLE II
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES (ALGORITHMS) WITH RESPECT TO THE TWO

SUB-EXPERIMENTS AND THE TWO EXPERIMENT GROUPS

Control group Treatment group

Point
Sub-
Experiment

Linear function:
points equal to percentage
of rated posts

Binary function:
0 points for rating < 100% posts;
100 points for rating all posts

Level
Sub-
Experiment

Slowly increasing diffi-
culty up to level four,
decreasing difficulty for
reaching level five

Rapidly increasing difficulty up
to level three; decreasing diffi-
culty above level three



increasing the difficulty to achieve the next level and fast

progress by then switching to decreasing the difficulty for

achieving the highest levels. The algorithms differ in the deltas

required to achieve the next levels. This approach is also found

in the literature, e.g., [36] and in existing systems, e.g. Stack

Overflow [39]. In the TG algorithm, we increase the delta

to reach the next level up to level three (26 rating values to

reach level two, 36 rating values to reach level three) and then

progress with decreasing deltas (29 and 7 rating values to reach

levels four and five, respectively). In the CG algorithm, levels

two and three are easier to achieve than in the TG (with deltas

of 10 and 24 rating values), while achieving levels four and

five is more difficult (with deltas of 36 and 28 rating values).

For both groups, the calculation of the rating values is equal

(cf. Sect. III-E) and the deltas are normalized for the levels

one and five with two points and 100 points, respectively.

The dependent variable in this sub-experiment is the stake-

holder acceptance of posts. We argue that the higher the

value of a rating given by other participants, the higher is

the acceptance of the post. We measure this variable by

calculating the sum of all rating values as follows: (a) For

visualizing participant behavior over time, we measure the

average cumulative value per post and registered participant

for every day. (b) For hypothesis testing, we measure the

total value for every participant over the full duration of the

experiment.

V. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

During the experiment we monitored all user activities on

the Garuso platform and stored the data in a database for

subsequent analysis [40].

We analyzed the data in three ways: (1) we calculated

the average of the metrics relevant to evaluate the dependent

variables for both groups to investigate how the samples

are represented (Table III); (2) we plotted the values of the

dependent variables in both sub-experiments over the twelve

days of the experiment to see how the values changed over

time (Fig. 4 and 5); (3) for testing our hypotheses, we analyzed

the values of the two dependent variables for every individual

participant in the TG and in the CG es for both groups to

investigate how the samples are represented (Table IV).

If a participant contributed continuously over the duration

of the experiment, thereby producing a total of n ratings,

we consider this to be a stronger engagement than that of a

participant who logged in just a few times, also producing

a total of n ratings. The same consideration applies for the

total sum of rating values that a participant received. Thus,

we normalized our data for each participant with the number

of login days vs. total number of experiment days before we

tested the hypotheses:

valuenormalized(pi) =

valueobserved(pi) ∗ Σ[login days]/[total days]

where pi is the ith participant and total days = 12.

To determine a proper test for our hypotheses, we conducted

a pre-evaluation in which we tested the data for normal distri-

bution and equality of variances. The results are presented in

the row labeled Pre-Evaluation of Table IV. Due to the small

sample sizes we used the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov

(KS) test [41]. For both sub-experiments the KS test yielded a

result with p > 0.05, i.e., not significant. Thus, we can assume

normal distribution for all our data. The Levene test that we

performed next yielded p > 0.05. Therefore, we can assume

equality of the variances. Based on these results we ran the

t-test on the hypotheses for both sub-experiments. To conclude

the hypothesis testing, we evaluated the magnitude of the test

results by calculating the effect size (the Pearson correlation

coefficient) and classifying it according to Cohen [42].

VI. RESULTS

The results of the two sub-experiments answer our research

questions and give strong evidence that the way how algo-

rithms are (reasonably) applied within a game-based elicitation

platform has an influence on the contributions of stakeholders

outside organizational reach to requirements prioritization. We

first give some descriptive data for the two sub-experiments.

Then we present the results of the two sub-experiments.

Finally, we report on the results of a follow-up survey.

A. Overall Descriptive Data

In Table III we present the average values for login days,

ratings, and posts as well as the average rating values for

both the TG and the CG. These results indicate that the

different gamification algorithms had an influence on the

performance of the participants. While the rating values per

post are similar for both groups, the number of activities per

participant are higher within the TG. Subsequently, we present

the detailed results for the two sub-experiments which confirm

that the gamification algorithms indeed influence requirements

prioritization.

B. Point Sub-Experiment

In the point sub-experiment we investigated the influence

of gamification algorithms on the stakeholder engagement

with respect to requirements prioritization by measuring the

number of ratings that posts on the Garuso platform received.

The results indicate that the way how gamification algorithms

calculate the number of points earned for rating requirements

has a significant influence on the number of ratings.

TABLE III
AVERAGE DATA OF THE CONTROL AND THE TREATMENT GROUP

Metrics Control Group Treatment Group

#login days1 4.09 6.11

#ratings1 11.09 21.33

#posts1 1.27 2.22

Σ[rating values]2 7.21 7.85
1Per participant 2Per post
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Fig. 4. Number of ratings per logged in participant for every day. The
weekends and a public holiday (day 6) are marked with grey.

1) Observation: Figure 4 shows the number of ratings

per day. We were interested in individualized results and

therefore normalized this value for each day with the number

of participants who had logged in on that day.

The graphs of the two groups have similar tendencies, but

different characteristics. The values are high in the first two

days, fluctuate within a range of approximately four between

days four and nine, and significantly decrease afterwards. Both

graphs increase three times in the second week and have their

maximum peak in the second half of the experiment. The

major difference appears between day three and four. Here,

the sum of ratings in the TG increases while the corresponding

value in the CG decreases and then remains lower than in the

TG except for one day.

2) Hypothesis Testing: To investigate if the differences of

the observed effects between the two groups are significant,

we tested the corresponding hypothesis with a t-test.

H0-1: Algorithms calculating the points stakeholders get

for rating others’ posted needs have no influence on the

engagement of these stakeholders.

Table IV summarizes the test results. The descriptive statis-

tics of the TG (µ=11, σ=6 with n=9) in which participants

only earned the daily maximum of 100 points when rating all

the posts of a day are higher compared to the ones of the CG

(µ=5, σ=5.5 with n=11) in which participants earned points

equal to the percentage of the posts they rated. The result

of the t-test is significant at p ≤ 0.05, so we can reject our

null hypothesis. The effect size for this result is r=0.47, which

represents a medium effect. This shows that the significance

of our test results is meaningful.
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Fig. 5. Average cumulative rating values per post and participant for every
day.

C. Level Sub-Experiment

In the level sub-experiment, we studied the influence of

gamification algorithms on the average stakeholder acceptance

of posts by measuring the total rating value that the posts

received on the Garuso platform. The results indicate that the

way how gamification algorithms map the values of ratings

for posted needs to levels has a significant influence on the

acceptance of the posted needs by the stakeholders.

1) Observation: Figure 5 shows the average cumulative

rating value per number of posts and day. We were interested

in the cumulative results over a period of time and therefore

normalized this value for each day with the number of par-

ticipants who had registered up to that day. Again, the two

graphs have similar tendencies, but different characteristics.

They start with a steep slope and indicate that the average

acceptance of a post per participant converges over time. Two

major differences can be observed. First, after day three, the

participants of the TG start to perform better compared to the

ones of the CG, i.e., their posts were rated higher, and keep

performing better until the end. Second, around day eight the

values of the TG increase and the ones of the CG decrease.

2) Hypothesis Testing: To investigate the significance of the

differences between the observed data of the two experiment

groups, we tested the corresponding hypothesis with a t-test.

H0-2: Algorithms mapping the sum of received rating values

of posted needs to levels have no influence on the average

stakeholder acceptance of posted needs.

The results are summarized in Table IV and further ex-

plained below. Regarding the average stakeholder acceptance

of posts, the TG (µ=4.3, σ=1.9, n=9) performed better than

TABLE IV
OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Point Sub-Experiment Level Sub-Experiment

Control Group Treatment Group Control Group Treatment Group

Descriptive Statistics
µ 5.02 11 1.52 4.32

σ 5.54 6.04 1.7 1.91

Pre-Evaluation
Normal Distribution1 0.139 0.2 0.2 0.2

Variance equality2 0.796 0.589

Significance Test3
p-Value 0.033 0.003

t-Value -2.309 -3.469

Magnitude Effect Size4 0.478 0.633
1Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p-value) 2Levene test (p-value) 3t-test 4Pearson (correlation coefficient r)



the CG (µ=1.5, σ=1.7, n=11). Recall that for the participants

in the TG the difficulty to reach a competence level rapidly

increased up to level three, while for the CG, the difficulty

slowly increased up to the same maximum until level four.

The result of the t-test is significant at p ≤ 0.05, thus we

can reject our null hypothesis. The effect size for this result is

r=0.63 which represents a strong effect. This shows that the

significance of our test results is meaningful.

D. Post-Experiment Survey

After the experiment, we sent an online questionnaire via

e-mail to all participants asking them about their attitude

towards the experiment and towards the influence of the game

elements on their activities. Although they were offered an

incentive, only 14 people, seven of each group, answered.

The results are summarized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. To derive

the participants’ attitudes we followed the idea of semantic

differential scales [43] with a one-polar scale, i.e., we used

single adjectives instead of opposite pairs, where 1 means not

at all and 7 means absolutely.

The results presented in Fig. 6 show similar perceptions in

the CG and in the TG. The majority in both groups perceived

the experiment as fairly interesting and fun, and as rather

moderately exhausting and challenging.

The results shown in Fig. 7 are inconclusive. In both groups,

more participants perceived the influence of points on the

rating of posts to be stronger than the influence of the levels

on the creation or style of posts. However, for both groups the

answers are widely spread.

VII. DISCUSSION

When revisiting our research questions, we can indeed

state that the chosen algorithms do have an influence on the

performance of the stakeholders.

A. Research Questions

RQ1: What is the influence of algorithms calculating the

number of points stakeholders get for rating needs posted by

others on the engagement of these stakeholders? The results

of the point sub-experiment show that the way how algorithms

calculate points for rating needs has a statistically significant

effect on the prioritization process with respect to stakeholder

engagement. The effect size indicates a medium effect of this

result. Moreover, the results demonstrate that the influence
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Fig. 6. Participants’ attitudes towards the experiment.

was stronger in the treatment group where it was harder for

the participants to earn the points than in the control group.

RQ2: How do algorithms mapping the values of the ratings

the stakeholders received for their posted needs to levels

influence the average stakeholder acceptance of posted needs?

The results of the level sub-experiment show that the way

how algorithms map rating values to levels has a statistically

significant effect on the prioritization process with respect to

the stakeholder acceptance of posted needs (according to the

participants’ perception). The effect size indicates a strong

effect of this result. The results further demonstrate that the

observed influence was stronger in the treatment group, where

the difficulty to achieve a level rapidly increased until level

three.

B. Overall Considerations

We found three overall aspects that we briefly discuss

below. (1) On average, participants in the TG performed more

activities than those in the CG. This result is surprising as

the gamification algorithms that we used for the TG require

more engagement at an early stage to reach the next goal,

i.e., the next level, and the daily points, compared to the

algorithms applied in the CG. A possible explanation for this

behavior is that the participants of the TG were boosted by

the higher challenge. Another explanation could be that the

inherent motivation towards the Smart Workout Motivation

(SwaWoMo) system was lower in the CG than the one in

the TG. For example, four participants of the CG had never

performed workouts, while all participants in the TG had. (2)

In contrast to the different numbers of performed activities, we

observed that the participants’ behavior in performing these

activities have similar tendencies in both groups over time. A

possible reason for this result is that applying the same game

element for the same task within the same context may lead

to a similar user behavior (which is reflected by the similar

graphs). (3) We cannot confirm an influence of weekends (days

four to five and eleven to twelve) and holidays (day six) on the

results. For days four to six, the values in the CG are below

average, but the ones in the TG are not. On the other hand,

the values decrease between days eleven and twelve in both

groups. Yet, the latter effect could also be due to the end of

the experiment.

The results of the experiment are not clearly supported by

the results of the follow-up survey, where we found no major
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Fig. 7. Participants’ perceived influence of game elements on activities.



difference with respect to the participants’ attitude between the

two groups. This contradicts the assumption that participants

of the CG were less motivated to participate. Further, the

survey results do not show any major difference between the

two groups concerning the influence of the game elements.

The CG members even perceived a slightly higher influence

of the points received for rating than the TG members. This

discrepancy between perception and reality might indicate

that the participants were not aware of how much they were

influenced by the game elements. Further, participation in

the follow-up survey was not mandatory and only seven

participants of each group completed the questionnaire. The

missing results might provide more clarity.

VIII. THREATS TO VALIDITY

We discuss relevant threats to the validity of our experiment

according to the categorization by Wohlin et al. [44].

Internal Validity: We do not regard maturation as a serious

threat. With respect to tiredness and boredom, the results of

the post-experiment survey show that most of the participants

perceived the experiment as interesting and fun. Further, all

participants contributed their posts and ratings on the Garuso

platform voluntarily.

We do not perceive selection as a major threat. Due to

the inherent motivation of volunteers towards the subject

of an experiment, it is often believed that they might not

represent the general community. However, in the context of

stakeholders outside organizational reach, due to not being

able to instruct them, this kind of inherent motivation is

needed.

We do not consider the random assignment of the partici-

pants to the groups as a major threat. We acknowledge that

the strength of inherent motivation can vary among the par-

ticipants. However, motivational intensity is mainly influenced

by how autonomy, competence, and relatedness are perceived

during an activity or by a reward [22]. In this context, we

therefore regard the gamification design as more important

than the homogeneity of the groups.

External Validity: We do not regard interaction of selection

and treatment as a major threat. The effects caused by game

elements (and by the algorithm controlling them) depend on

the context in which gamification is applied. Therefore, the

results of our experiment cannot just be generalized to other

application domains. However, due to the experiment design,

e.g., popular game elements and activities that typically are

performed on a social media platform, we think generalization

is possible for most RE activities that involve stakeholders

outside organizational reach for collaboration.

We regard interaction of setting and treatment as a minor

threat. To be as close to reality as possible, we identified stake-

holders outside organizational reach as participants, conducted

a field experiment (instead of a laboratory experiment), and

applied algorithms that are reasonable in the given context.

However, to isolate the dependent variables we inhibited social

and normative comparisons, which are regarded as catalysts in

gamification. Therefore, our results are preliminary. Further,

additional approaches need to be considered to deal with

common challenges in RE, e.g., scalability, duplicated posts,

and saturation, i.e., the decreasing number of post.

Construct Validity: We addressed mono-operation bias by

running two sub-experiments in which we evaluated two

independent variables with a treatment and a control group.

We do not consider mono-method bias as a threat since

we evaluated the data in different ways, using descriptive

statistics, observations, statistical tests and a questionnaire.

We addressed evaluation apprehension, i.e. looking better

when being evaluated, by inhibiting comparisons among the

participants and by assuring full confidentiality to the partici-

pants to prevent evaluation stress.

Conclusion Validity: We addressed violated assumptions of

statistical tests by testing the data with respect to normal

distribution and variance equality.

We addressed reliability of measures by involving senior

researchers from different fields to discuss the experiment

design and test the usability of the platform.

We limited the risk of false ratings by allowing participants

to change their ratings at any time. Further, we randomized

the order of shown posts to prevent that new posts are always

shown first.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We report on a between subject field experiment in which

we investigated the effects of gamification algorithms on

requirements prioritization. Our focus was on the effects of the

algorithms that control the game elements points and levels

on the number and values of post ratings on the Garuso

platform. The experiment involved 20 stakeholders outside

organizational reach over a period of twelve days.

The results show that the algorithms controlling the game

elements have a statistically significant influence on the stake-

holders outside organizational reach with respect to their

contributions to requirements prioritization. We believe that

the presented research contributes important knowledge to

leveraging the wisdom and creativity of a crowd of stake-

holders when prioritizing requirements as well as to the body

of gamification principles in the field of RE. Yet, the results

are preliminary. To tap into the predicted high potential of

gamification in RE [24], more research is needed. We en-

courage researchers to further exploit gamification algorithms

with respect to other RE activities and game elements, more

participants, and longer periods of time.

In a next step, we are going to apply our findings in the final

implementation of the Garuso platform, conduct a real world

case study, and evaluate the results with respect to stakeholder

participation.
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